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TOPIC STRUCTURES IN CHINESE 

Xu LIEJIONG D. TERENCE LANGENDOEN 

Fudan University, Brooklyn College & 
Shanghai CUNY Graduate Center 

This paper systematically considers the full range of topic structures in Chinese. Such 
structures are syntactically characterized by the rule schema S' -> X {S, S'}, where X, 
the topic, is any major category, and S or S', the comment, is another topic structure 
or a sentence which is independently well-formed. Some constituent of the comment, 
or the comment as a whole, must be related to the topic. If the related constituent is an 
empty category, it is interpreted not as a variable bound by the topic, but as a pro-form 
whose antecedent is the topic.* 

1. By 'topic structure', we mean any grammatical configuration consisting 
of two parts: the topic, which invariably occurs first, and the comment, a clause 
which follows the topic and says something about it.' Consider first some simple 
English examples: 

(1) John, I know. 
(2) John, I know him. 
(3) John, I know the guy. 

The topic John is associated in ex. 1 with an empty element in the comment, 
in 2 with a pronoun, and in 3 with a full NP. As Ross 1967 first observed, island 
constraints apply to the relation between the topic and the empty element in 
the comment in sentences like 1, but not between the topic and the lexically- 
filled bound elements in sentences like 2-3. Chomsky (1977:91) accounts for 
this difference by proposing the following base rules: 

(4) a. S"-- TOP S' 
b. S' -> COMP S' 

If the S' introduced by rule 4b contains a wH-phrase, then the phrase moves, 
subject to constraints on movement, into COMP and is deleted; Chomsky calls 
this process 'topicalization'. But if that S does not contain a wH-phrase, but 
rather a pronominal or nominal phrase co-indexed with TOP, then no movement 

* We thank Robert Fiengo for his help at a time when this investigation was at a critical stage, 
and two reviewers for Lg., Tim Stowell and James Huang, whose suggestions have led to substantial 
improvements. We regret that we learned too late of Huang 1984, which raises important questions 
of fact and theory relating to this investigation. We thank William Baxter for his help with the 
romanization, and the teachers and graduate students of the Departments of Chinese and of Foreign 
Languages, Fudan University, for their help in testing the acceptability of the Chinese examples 
in this paper. 

This work was supported in part by a grant from the PSC-CUNY Faculty Research Award 
Program (664336). 

The term "topic structure" as used here does not refer to every kind of topic-comment struc- 
ture that has been described in the literature. In particular, it does not refer to the structures of 
cleft sentences-or to the structures of sentences which have canonical constituent order, but 
contrastively stressed elements (but see fn. 7). 
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takes place, and the relation between TOP and the co-indexed phrase is un- 
constrained.2 

Chinese counterparts to the English examples above are:3 
(5) Wui xidnsheng wo renshi. 

Wu Mr. I know 
'Mr. Wu, I know.' 

(6) Wti xidnsheng wo renshi td.4 
I know he 

'Mr. Wu, I know him.' 
(7) Wui xidnsheng wo renshi zhege ren. 

I know this man 
'Mr. Wu, I know the guy.' 

However, the relation between the topic and the comment in sentences like 5 
is not subject to island constraints (see ?4.4 below for examples and discussion). 
Moreover, because Chinese has no lexical complementizers without semantic 
content (like Eng. that) which serve as clause introducers,5 we propose that 
Chinese has no rules of type 4a-b, but rather has the following rule:6 

(8) S' -> TOP S 

2 Ross analyses sentences like 2 as derived by the movement of a phrase into the topic position, 
with the insertion of an appropriate personal pronoun in the pre-movement position of that phrase; 
this process he calls 'left-dislocation'. Such sentences are no longer commonly analysed in this 
way, but the term 'left-dislocation' persists. 

3 We use the Pinyin romanization for Chinese citations throughout. Tones are marked the way 
words are pronounced in isolation, without regard to contextual variation. 

4 Personal pronouns in non-poetic Chinese (except as complements of certain prepositions, such 
as bd and bei) are used only with animate referents; accordingly, left-dislocated English sentences 
such as That book, I read it have no direct translation into non-poetic Chinese. 

5 It has been suggested that shu6 'say' functions as an element comparable to the English com- 
plementizer that in sentences such as 

(a) Td zhtchu shu6 ii ydo Idi. 
he point.out say you want come 

'He pointed out that you would come.' 

However, such sentences are limited to main verbs whose meaning is consistent with the act of 
speaking; this shows that shuo forms a constituent with the preceding verb, not with the following 
clause, and hence should not be construed as a complementizer. If a verb such as yTwei 'think' 
occurs as the main verb, the resulting sentence is ungrammatical. 

Another suggested possibility is kdn 'look': 
(b) Nt xidng-xidng kdn zhe dui btu dui 

you think look this right not right 
'Think it over whether this is right or not.' 

However, when kan is used in such constructions, the verb preceding it must be reduplicated. 
Moreover, the clause following kdn can be topicalized or deleted, showing that it too cannot be 
analysed as a complementizer. 

Finally, Huang 1982 has suggested that subordinate conjunctions such as yinwei 'because' and 
suirdn 'although' be analysed as instances of COMP in Chinese. However, it is difficult to take this 
suggestion seriously until one learns why, for example, a similar claim is not made for English. 

6 In 8, as in 4a, the symbol TOP is to be understood as identifying the grammatical function of 
the topic, not its category. Since the question of what constituents can serve in that capacity is 
one of the problems under investigation, the symbol TOP will be used throughout for convenience. 
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By postulating no COMP constituent, we disallow the possibility of COMP-to- 
COMP movement (wH-movement) in the derivation of topic structures in 
Chinese-contrary to Huang 1982-though we leave open the possibility that 
material may move directly into the TOP constituent from the comment clause. 

For the moment, let us assume that the comments in sentences like 5-7 are 
to be analysed as containing elements (empty or lexicalized) that are co-indexed 
with the elements in TOP, just as in the analysis of English sentences like 1-3. 
Throughout this paper, we refer to this relation of co-indexing as a BINDING 

relation, and we say that the topic BINDS the co-indexed element in the com- 
ment. If this element is non-empty, then this binding relation is simply the 
ordinary antecedent-pronoun one that normally is not subject to island con- 
straints. However, if the co-indexed element in the comment is empty, then 
the relation may again be the one that holds between antecedents and pronouns; 
or it may be 'variable binding' of the sort which is usually assumed to hold 
between a wH-trace and its antecedent, and which normally is subject to island 
constraints (cf. Chomsky 1977). If topic structures in Chinese are derived with- 
out wH-movement, it may be expected that the binding relation that holds 
between the element in TOP and the co-indexed empty element in the comment 
is the antecedent-pronoun relation, not variable binding. We will develop ar- 
guments to show that this is the case. 

The topic structures in 5-7 are all very simple, and can be represented as 
follows: 

(9) [s, X [s ... Y ...]], where Y is an empty NP, pronoun, or full NP co- 
indexed with X, and Y is not contained in a larger constituent other 
than VP. 

As we proceed, 9 will be revised to accommodate more and more different 
types of topic structures in Chinese. 

2. We now consider the grammatical relations that Y in 9 can bear to the 
comment. From exx. 10-12, we see that Y can freely occur in argument position 
(A-position) in the comment-as subject, direct object, or indirect object: 

(10) a. Wui xiansheng renshi wo. 
know I 

'MR. Wu knows me.'7 
b. WIu xiansheng tc renshi w6. 

he know I 
'Mr. Wu, he knows me.' 

c. Wli xidnsheng zhege ren renshi w6. 
this man know I 

'Mr. Wu, the guy knows me.' 
(11) a. Wtu xiansheng wo renshi. (= 5) 

'Mr. Wu, I know.' 
b. Wt xidnsheng w6 renshi td. (= 6) 

'Mr. Wu, I know him.' 

7 Topicalization of the subject of both English and Chinese main clauses is indicated by inton- 
ation; in the English gloss, the topicalized subject appears in small capitals. 
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c. Wui xiansheng wo renshi zhege ren. (= 7) 
'Mr. Wu, I know the guy.' 

(12) a. Wu xiansheng wo gei le liangben shu. 
I give ASP8 two book 

'Mr. Wu, I gave two books.' 
b. Wut xiansheng wo gei le ta liangben shu. 

'Mr. Wu, I gave him two books.' 
c. Wtu xiansheng wo gei le zhege ren liangben shu. 

'Mr. Wu, I gave the guy two books.' 

Y in 9 can also appear as a complement of a copula (predicate complement) 
or as an adverbial. If Y occurs as a predicate complement and is empty, then, 
as in English, the grammaticality of the result depends on the interpretation of 
the topic. If, as in 13a, the topic is understood as a class or type, then it can 
bind an empty predicate complement in the comment clause-but not if, as in 
13b, it is understood as an individual. In the latter case, however, if the bound 
element is lexicalized, the result is grammatical: 

(13) a. Ta shi ge xiaotou, qidngdao td hai but shi 
he be a thief robber he still not be 

'He is a thief, but a robber he isn't.' 
b. *L Qinyu wo zhl de jiu shi. 

I refer MOD9 precisely be 
*'Li Qinyu, the one I refer to is precisely.' 

c. Li Qinyu wo zhi de jiu shi ta. 
I refer MOD precisely be he 

'Li Qinyu, the one I refer to is precisely he.' 
d. Li Qinyu wo zhi de jiu shi zhege ren. 

I refer MOD precisely be this man 
'Li Qinyu, the one I refer to is precisely this man.' 

But the occurrence of Y as an element in adverbial, or non-argument, position 
(A'-position) is unconstrained: 10 

(14) a. 1968 nian 8 yue 22 ri wo zhenghao 21 sui. 
year month day I exactly year 

'(On) August 22, 1968, I was exactly 21 years old.' 
b. 1968 nian 8 yue 22 ri wvo nei tian zhenghao 21 sui. 

year month day I that day exactly year 
'(On) August 22, 1968, I was exactly 21 years old that day.' 

The bound constituent nei tidn in 14b occurs in the untopicalized position of 
the adverbial constituent; compare the word order of the topic structures in 

8 The morpheme le in 12 is an aspect marker here labeled simply as ASP. 

9 In 13b-d, wo zhi de is a headless relative clause functioning as subject of the comment. The 
particle de, here called a 'modifier marker' (MOD), closes every constituent in Chinese that modifies 
another. 

10 Though Y cannot be a pronoun, for the reason given in fn. 4. 
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14 with that of the following canonical sentence: 

(15) W6 1968 nian 8 yue 22 ri zhenghdo 21 sui. 
'I was exactly 21 years old (on) August 22, 1968.' 

Thus adverbial fronting in Chinese, as in English, is simply a special case of 
topicalization. This can be seen by noting that the structures in 14 are com- 
parable to the indubitable topic structures in 16a, in which the temporal phrase 
binds the direct object position of the comment (cf. 16b): 

(16) a. 1968 nian 8 yue 22 ri wo yongyudn bu hui wdngji. 
year month day I ever not will forget 

'August 22, 1968, I will never forget.' 
b. Wo yongyuan bu hiui wdngji 1968 nian 8 yue 22 ri. 

'I will never forget August 22, 1968.' 

3. Having shown that NP's in both A and A' positions can be topicalized, 
we now consider whether other categories can appear in TOP as well. We assume 
that six major categories are used in Chinese syntax: NP (including quantifier 
phrases as a special case), S, S', VP, PrepP (prepositional phrase), and PostP 
(postpositional phrase). The well-formedness of 17-22 shows that elements of 
each of these major categories can appear in TOP: 

(17) Zhexie hua w6 bu xidngxin. 
these words I not believe 

'These words, I don't believe.' 
(18) Ta hui shuo zhexie hua wo bu xiangxin. 

he can say these words I not believe 
'That he could have said these words, I don't believe.' 

(19) Zhexie hud td hui shu6 wo bu xiangxin. 
these words he can say I not believe 

'That these words he could have said, I don't believe.' 
(20) Zai zhu6zi shang ta fang le j[ben shtu. 

PREP table on he put ASP some book 
'On the table, he put some books.' 

(21) Zhuozi shang you shu; chuang shang bu hui you shu. 
table on have book bed on not can have book 

'On the table there are some books; on the bed there cannot be any 
books.' 

(22) Shu6 zhexie hua wo bu zdncheng. 
say these words I not approve.of 

'Saying these words, I don't approve of.' 
In 17, the NP zhexie hua appears in TOP. In 18, the S Ta hui shu6 zhexie hua 
appears in TOP. Ex. 19, in which the S' Zhexie hua ta hui shuo appears in TOP, 
is somewhat more complex, since the S' contains the NP zhexie hua in its own 
TOP. In 20, the PrepP zai zhuozi shang binds an element preceding the verb in 
the comment; the sentence is of the same construction type as 14a above. " In 

" The morpheme zhii is a meaningless PrepP marker, and shang specifies the location of the 
book on the table. 
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21, zhuozi shang and chuang shang are PostP's which, according to Chao 1968, 
function as the subject of the verb you.12 Alternatively, the PostP's can be 
considered as adverbials, with PRO as the subject of you, thus treating the 
PrepP's and PostP's alike. Which approach one adopts is irrelevant to the 
present discussion. 

Finally, in 22, the VP shuo zhexie hua appears in TOP. This VP binds an 
A-position in the comment, that of the direct object of the verb zancheng. 
We say that a VP can occur directly in A-position without nominalization, 
since any VP can so appear without morphological or semantic change: 

(23) a. Ti shu6 zhexie hud. 
he say these word 

'He says these words.' 
b. W6 bu zdncheng shu6 zhexie hud. 

I not approve.of say these word 
'I don't approve of saying these words.' 

The appearance of VP's in A-position in Chinese sentences seems to be anal- 
ogous to the appearance of clauses in A-position in English sentences. 

In contrast, VP's in TOP in Chinese sentences cannot bind A'-positions, as 
the ungrammaticality of (24-25)a reveals (square brackets are used to delimit 
the intended topic constituents, and e marks the positions they are meant to 
bind in the comment clauses): 

(24) a. *[Bu de ta tongyi zuo jueding] mei ren e. 
not get he consent make decision no man 

*'Makes a decision without his consent, nobody.' 
b. [Bu de td tongyi zuo jueding] mei ren gdn e. 

not get he consent make decision no man dare 
'Make a decision without his consent, nobody dares.' 

(25) a. *[Bdnye dandu chaqu] ta ndnde e. 
midnight alone go.out he seldom 

*'Goes out alone at midnight, he seldom.' 
b. [Bdnye dandu chaqu] td pd e. 

midnight alone go.out he afraid 
'Going out alone at midnight, he is afraid of.' 

Examples (24-25)b are grammatical, since the VP in TOP binds an A-position 
in the comment. Moreover, as 26-27 show, the counterparts to sentences like 
(24-25)a, in which a lexical pro-VP expression appears in the comment, are 
grammatical. Apparently VP's must be lexicalized, except when they occur in 

12 Chao's example is: 

Xuexido It y6u xuhsheng. 
school in have student 

'There are students in the school.' 
He calls xuexiao iU a 'place-word subject' (223). 
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A-position (see also ex. 40 below): 
(26) Bu de td tongyi zuo jueding congldi mei ren zheyang zuo 

not get he consent make decision ever no man thus do 
guo. 
ASP 

'Make a decision without his consent, nobody ever did that.' 
(27) Banye dandu chaqul ta nnde' zuo zhe zhong shi. 

midnight alone go.out he seldom do this kind thing 
'Go out alone at midnight, he seldom does anything like that.' 

We conclude that any of the six major categories of Chinese can appear in 
TOP, and we accordingly revise 9 as follows: 13 

(28) [s, X [s ... Y ... ]], where Y is any major category co-indexed with 
X, and Y is not contained in a larger constituent other than VP. 

4. Our discussion thus far has been confined to topic structures in which Y 
is contained only in the VP of the comment. We now consider the possibility 
of relating X in TOP to Y, when Y is contained in a major category Z other than 
the VP of the comment, as follows: 

(29) [s, X [s ... [z ...Y ...] ...]] 
There are three cases: (i) Z = NP, (ii) Z = PrepP or PostP, and (iii) Z = S 
or S'. We consider each of these cases in turn, limiting ourselves for now to 
structures in which Y is not contained within a clause that is subordinate 
to Z. 

4.1. Z = NP. If S and NP are bounding nodes in Chinese, then we would 
expect, by the subjacency condition of Chomsky 1973, that all structures of 
type 29 in which Z = NP and Y is a proper part of Z would be ungrammatical. 
Instead, we find that while some such structures are ungrammatical, others 
are grammatical. 

Consider the NP Cao Yui de jube'n 'Cao Yu's play(s)': here juiben 'play(s)' 
is the head of the NP as a whole, Cdo Ytu de 'Cao Yu's' is its modifier, and 
Cdo Ylu is an NP contained in the modifier. The element de, labeled MOD (see 
fn. 9), closes all modifier constituents. Ex. 30a is a simple sentence in which 
the NP in question occurs canonically as a direct object. If just the head jube'n 
occurs in TOP, binding an empty position in the comment clause, then the result 
is grammatical, as 30b shows. However, if the contained NP Cao Ylu or the 
entire modifier Cdo Yui de occurs in TOP, binding an empty position in the 
comment clause, then the results are ungrammatical: 

(30) a. Wo xfhuan Cdo YIu de juben. 
I like MOD play 

'I like Cao Yu's plays.' 

13 This formulation omits some of the detailed restrictions discussed above. In the final version 
of the rule given in 76, these are all accommodated. 
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b. Juben wo xihuan Cdo Yui de. 
play I like MOD 

'As for plays, I like Cao Yu's.' 
c. *Cdo Yui wo xihuan de juben. 

I like MOD play 
*'Cao Yu, I like 's plays.' 

d. *Cdo Yui de wo xihuan juben. 
MOD I like play 

*'Cao Yu's, I like plays.' 
Two ways of accounting for the pattern of grammaticality in 30 are available. 

First, we may assume that topic structures conform to the subjacency condition 
in the usual way, but that somehow 30b is not a topic structure. Second, we 
may assume that the subjacency condition is irrelevant to topic structures 
(either because NP, S, or both, are not bounding nodes in Chinese, or because 
the construction does not involve a relation between terms X and Y in the 
sense required for the condition to hold); then we may attempt to account for 
the ungrammaticality of 30c-d by independently motivated mechanisms. Since 
we wish to give a general account of topic structures in Chinese, in which 30b 
counts as an instance of that construction, we pursue the second of these 
options. 

The ungrammaticality of 30c can be accounted for by claiming that the par- 
ticle de cannot be stranded. In ?4.2 below, we demonstrate that this constraint 
need not be stipulated ad-hoc for this case alone, but is a special instance of 
a more general constraint that disallows the stranding of prepositions and post- 
positions in Chinese. Moreover, the constraint that bars the stranding of the 
particle de correctly predicts that other constituents within modifiers other than 
NP's cannot be topicalized. In 31, the VP modifier of the noun shijian 'time' 
cannot be topicalized; and in 32, the S modifier of the noun shu 'book' cannot 
be topicalized: 

(31) a. Mei ren zhiddo kdi hui de shijian. 
no man know hold meeting MOD time 

'Nobody knows the time to hold the meeting.' 
b. *Kai hui mei ren zhidcao de shijian. 

*'To hold the meeting, nobody knows the time.' 
(32) a. W6 mei dui guo td tiddo de neiben shu. 

I not read ASP he mention MOD that book 
'I haven't read the book he mentioned.' 

b. *Td tidao wo mei du guo de neiben shi. 
*'He mentioned, I haven't read the book.' 14 

As in English, the left-dislocated counterpart to 30c, given in 33a, in which a 
pronoun appears in the binding site of the comment, is well-formed. Similar 
examples are: 

14 Ex. 32b is, of course, well-formed as a canonical sentence with the interpretation 'He men- 
tioned the book which I had not read.' 
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(33) a. Cdo Yu wo x[huan td de juben, bu x[huan td de shige. 
I like he MOD play not like he MOD poem 

'Cao Yu, I like his plays, but not his poems.' 
b. Wdng xiansheng td de erzi shi wo de pengyou. 

Wang Mr. he MOD son be I MOD friend 
'Mr. Wang, his son is my friend.' 

c. Li Ming zhege ren de jixing hen hdo. 
this man MOD memory very good 

'Li Ming, the guy's memory is very good.' 
The grammaticality of the examples in 33 is simply a consequence of the fact 
that the particle de is not stranded in them. However, (31-32)b cannot be saved 
by the addition of lexical material to the binding site, since no expressions are 
available in Chinese for that purpose. 

The ungrammaticality of 30d can be accounted for by a mechanism that 
prevents modifier constituents from occurring in TOP. A similar mechanism is 
required for English. While a full NP can be topicalized, a modifier cannot- 
as is shown by the ungrammaticality of the English translation of 30d. Perhaps 
the simplest way of expressing this restriction in Chinese is to analyse modifier 
constituents as belonging to a category which cannot occur in TOP. However, 
whatever mechanism we use to rule out 30d, it must distinguish de-phrases 
that serve as modifiers to other constituents (as in 30) from de-phrases that 
occur as independent NP's: 

(34) a. Ta shi bdoshoupdi, jiu de zong bi xln de hdo. 
he be conservative old MOD always than new MOD good 

'He is a conservative-what is old is always better than what 
is new.' 

b. Zhelfu de kdnbuql qiong de. 
here rich MOD look.down.upon poor MOD 

'Here the rich look down upon the poor.' 
c. W6 x(huan Cdo Yd de. 

I like MOD 
'I like Cao Yu's.' 

The phrases jiu de, xln de, fiu de, qiong de, and Cdo Yu de in 34 are comparable 
in sense to the expressions the old, the new, the rich, the poor, and Cao Yu's 
in English.15 It is not necessary to analyse them syntactically as containing 
empty noun heads; instead, they may be analysed either as headless exocentric 
constructions or as nominalizations in which de functions as a nominalizing 
particle. Whatever the analysis of such de-phrases, they may, unlike modifier 
phrases, occur in TOP, binding an empty position in the comment clause (cf. 
30d, 34c): 

(35) Cdo Yu de wo xihuan. 
MOD I like 

'Cao Yu's, I like.' 

'5 Headless NP's like w6 zhi de 'the one I refer to', in 13b-d, are of the same type. 
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Similarly, in the grammatical topic structure 30b, we may analyse the phrase 
Cao Ytu de in the comment clause as an independent NP. However, its relation 
to the element in TOP does not appear to be a binding one. Just what that relation 
is is taken up below in ?6. 

4.2. Z = PREPP OR POSTP. In general, it is impossible in Chinese to topicalize 
any element of a PrepP or a PostP, stranding the preposition or postposition: 

(36) a. Td [PrepP yInwei shengbing] bui neng lii. 
he because.of ill not can come 

'He can't come because of illness.' 
b. *Shengbing td [Prepp yinwei e] bui neng lii. 

*'Illness, he can't come because of.' 
(37) a. W6 [PrepP chule Li xiansheng] mei ren renshi. 

I except no man know 
'I know nobody except Mr. Li.' 

b. *LZ xiansheng wo [PrepP chule e] mei ren renshi. 
*'Mr. Li, I know nobody except.' 

(38) a. W6 kanjian [PostP zhuozi shdng] you shu. 
I see table on have book 

'I see that there are books on the table.' 
b. *Zhu6zi wo kanjian [PostP e shdng] you shu. 

*'The table, I see that there are books on.' 
Left-dislocation is permitted, as in previous cases in which topicalization is 
impossible: 

(39) a. Ta de mama bing le ta yinwei zhe yudnyin bui neng 
he MOD mother ill ASP he because.of this reason not can 

lai. 
come 

'His mother is ill; he can't come because of this reason. 
b. Li xiansheng wo chule ta mei ren renshi. 

'Mr. Li, I know nobody except him.' 
Thus neither prepositions, postpositions, nor the particle de (discussed 

above) may be stranded in topic structures. If the particle de is itself considered 
a postposition, which seems reasonable, then we can simplify the statement 
of the restriction even further: prepositions and postpositions cannot be 
stranded in topic structures. Moreover, the restriction is not peculiar to topic 
structures; prepositions and postpositions cannot be stranded in structures of 
any type, including canonical sentences. 

In canonical sentences, NP's which function as subjects, direct objects, or 
indirect objects may be freely omitted, especially in answer to questions in 
which the referents are contextually apparent: 

(40) Ni renshi neige ren ma? Renshi. 
you know that man Q16 know 

'Do you know that man? I do.' 

16 The particle ma marks the sentence as a question, and is classified here as a question 
marker (Q). 
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The sentence Renshi in 40 has neither lexical subject nor direct object: both 
are understood. Only the verb is lexicalized. 7 

However, if the complement of a preposition or postposition is omitted, the 
result is clearly ungrammatical: 

(41) a. Ta chule Ll xidnsheng mei ren renshi ma? *Chule mei ren 
he except no man know Q except no man 

renshi. 
know 

'Does he know nobody except Mr. Li? *He knows nobody 
except.' 

b. Zhu6zi shdng you shu ma? *Shang you shu. 
table on have book Q on have book 

'Are there books on the table? *There are books on.' 
An apparent exception to this generalization about preposition and post- 

position stranding concerns the element bei, which occurs as a preposition in 
42a and as a particle attached to the verb in 42b: 

(42) a. Wo bei ta da le. 
I by he hit ASP 

'I was hit by him.' 
b. W6 bei da le. 

I by hit ASP 
'I was hit.' 

The prepositional phrase, but not the particle, may be separated from the verb 
by certain adverbial phrases, such as zai huayudn 1i: 

(43) a. Wo bei ta zdi hudyudn il da le. 
I by he PREP garden in hit ASP 

'I was hit by him in the garden.' 
b. *W6 bei zadi hudyudn li da le. 

'I was hit in the garden.' 
Like any other preposition in Chinese, bei cannot be stranded: 

(44) a. *Zhdngsan wo [Prepp bei e] da le. 
I by hit ASP 

'Zhangsan, I was hit by.' 
b. ?*Zhangsan wo [Prt bei] da le. 

?*'As for Zhangsan, I was hit.' 

If, as in 44b, bei is construed as a particle, then the grammatical status of the 
resulting sentence does not bear on the question of preposition stranding. What 
bearing its status has on the nature of topicalization in Chinese is taken up 
in ?8. 

4.3. Z = S OR S'. Here we consider cases in which X in TOP is associated 
with an element Y that occurs within a constituent clause of the comment 
clause. Before taking up such cases, however, we note that a subordinate clause 

17 Chao calls sentences like Renshi in 40, which typically (but not exclusively) serve as answers 
to questions, 'minor sentences'. 
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can contain an element in its own TOP position: 
(45) a. Tamen shuo zhege ren Wui xiansheng jian guo. 

they say this man meet ASP 
'They say that this man, Mr. Wu met.' 

b. Tamen shu6 zhege ren Wu xianshengjiadn guo ta. 
'They say that this man, Mr. Wu met him.' 

(46) a. Tamen shu6 zhege ren jidn guo Wli xiansheng. 
'They say that THIS MAN met Mr. Wu.' 

b. Tdmen shu6 zhege ren td jicn guo Wut xiinsheng. 
'They say that this man, he met Mr. Wu.' 

Corresponding to the above sentences, we find the topic structures below, in 
which the element in the main-clause TOP position binds a position in a sub- 
ordinate clause in the comment: 

(47) a. Zhege ren tamen shuo Wu xiansheng jian guo. 
'This man, they say that Mr. Wu met.' 

b. Zhege ren tamen shuo Wu xianshengjidan guo ta. 
'This man, they say that Mr. Wu met him.' 

(48) a. Zhege ren tdmen shuo jian guo Wui xiansheng. 
'This man, they say met Mr. Wu.' 

b. Zhege ren tamen shuo td jidn guo Wut xiansheng. 
'This man, they say he met Mr. Wu.' 

Exactly parallel are the following sentences, in which the subordinate clause 
contains an interrogative word: 

(49) a. Zhege ren wo xidng zhhddo shui jidn guo. 
this man I want know who meet ASP 

*'This man, I wonder who met.' 
b. Zhege ren wo xiang zhidao shut jidn guo td. 

'This man, I wonder who met him.' 
(50) a. Zhege ren wo xidng zhidao jiain le shui. 

*'This man, I wonder whom met.' 
b. Zhege ren wo xiang zhldao ta jidn le shui. 

'This man, I wonder whom he met.' 
The grammaticality of (49-50)a shows that topicalization is not affected by 
the wH-island condition-a fact which should not be surprising, since wH-words 
in Chinese do not undergo wH-movement into COMP (though they may be 
topicalized, and thus appear to undergo such movement in certain cases; cf. 
ex. 66b below). 

Perhaps more surprising is the fact that Chinese topicalization is not affected 
by the sentential-subject condition either. Consider first this structurally am- 
biguous sentence: 

(51) Zhexie shi td shuo bu heshi. 
these thing he say not proper 

In this sentence, the topic zhexie shi can be analysed as occurring either in TOP 
position in the sentential subject, as in 52a, or in TOP position in the main clause, 
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as in 52b: 
(52) a. [s [s, Zhexie shi [s ta shuo e]] bu heshi]. 

'That these things he says is not proper.' 
b. [s' Zhexie shi [s [s ta shuo e] bhu heshi]]. 

'These things, it's not proper that he says.' (lit. *'These things, 
that he says is not proper.') 

Of course, 52a does not violate the sentential-subject condition; and if it can 
be shown (as Huang 1982:459-60 suggests) that only structures of type 52a are 
assigned to sentences of type 51, then the sentential-subject condition is not 
violated in Chinese. However, 52b is a possible interpretation of 51, as we can 
see from the fact that an element in the TOP position in the main clause can be 
associated with a position inside a sentential subject embedded one or more 
clauses down-as in 53, whose structure is indicated in 54: 

(53) Zhexie shi to juede ta shuo bti heshi. 
these thing I think he say not proper 

'These things, I think it's not proper for him to say.' (lit. *'These 
things, I think that he says is not proper.') 

(54) [s' Zhexie shi [s wo juede [s [s ta shuo e] bu heshi]]]. 
The X in TOP can be related to a position Y in the comment to any degree 

of sentential embedding whatever. For example, the topic zhexie shi can appear 
in TOP position in any of the clauses in 53, not just the main clause. That is, 
besides 53, with the associated structure in 54, we also have 55, with the as- 
sociated structures in 56: 

(55) W6 juede zhexie shi ta shuo buh heshi. 
'I think that these things, it's not proper that he says.' / 'I think 

that these things he says is not proper.' 
(56) a. [s Wo juede [s' zhexie shi [s [s ta shuo e] bui heshi]]]. 

b. [s Wo juede [s [s' zhexie shi [s ta shuo e]] bu heshi]]. 
Similarly, an element in TOP may be associated with a position in an object 
complement at an arbitrary distance of embedding. Examples are given below 
where the phrase zhebe'n shu appears in successively 'higher' TOP positions: 

(57) a. W6 bu jide nl shuo guo zheben sha ta dut guo. 
I not remember you say ASP this book he read ASP 

'I don't remember you said this book, he had read.' 
b. Wo bu jide zheben shu ni shuo guo ta dut guo. 

'I don't remember this book, you said he had read.' 
c. Zheben shu wo bu jide ni shuo guo ta dul guo. 

'This book, I don't remember you said he had read.' 
The examples in 53-57 suggest the possibility that elements move into higher 

TOP positions from lower ones by successively cyclic applications of TOP-to- 
TOP movement. If this possibility is correct, then topicalization in Chinese could 
be considered to be a rule which is crucially subject to the subjacency con- 
dition-just as the English rule is, according to the analysis in Chomsky 1977. 
To test this possibility, we consider in ?4.4, below, topic structures in which 
Z = NP, and in which X is related to an occurrence of Y inside an S or S' 
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within Z-in particular, in which Y occurs inside a relative clause that modifies 
an NP. NP, unlike S', contains no TOP node; thus if NP and either S or S' are 
bounding nodes, it should not be possible in Chinese to topicalize an element 
from within a relative-clause modifier of an NP, if the subjacency condition 
holds and if topicalization operates in successive cyclic fashion, moving ele- 
ments from TOP to TOP. 

4.4. Z = NP, AND Y IS WITHIN A CLAUSE SUBORDINATE TO Z. Note first that 
it is possible for a topic structure to appear as a relative clause modifying a 
noun; an example is given in 58a, with the corresponding canonical structure 
given in 58b: 

(58) a. Zheben shu du guo de ren bu duo. 
this book read ASP MOD man not many 

?'There aren't many people who this book read.' 
b. Du guo zhebben shu de ren bui duo. 

read ASP this book MOD man not many 
'There aren't many people who read this book.' 

Relative clauses precede the nouns they modify, and contain no lexical pro- 
form coreferential with the head. Like other modifiers, they are closed by the 
postposition de. The structure of 58a is shown in 59a, and that of 58b in 59b: 

(59) a. [s [NP [S' Zheben shui [s ej dut guo ei de]] renj] bu duo]. 
b. [s [NP [S ej du guo zheben shu de] ruenj] bui du]. 

Embedding 58a into a matrix sentence, we obtain 60a, whose structure is in- 
dicated in 60b: 

(60) a. W6 renwei zhebe'n shu dui guo de ren bi duo. 
I think this book read ASP MOD man not many 

?'I think there aren't many people who this book read.' 
b. [s W6 renwei [s N [NP [S' zheben shui [s ej dui guo ei de]] renj] bui 

duo]]. 
In 60, the phrase zheben shu appears in TOP position in the relative clause. That 
position is separated from the TOP position of the matrix sentence by the nodes 
S', NP, and S.18 Hence, if topicalization in Chinese is subject to the subjacency 
condition, and if NP and either S or S' are bounding nodes, then we would not 
expect to be able to move that phrase into the TOP position of the matrix sen- 
tence. But we CAN do so, as the grammaticality of 61a shows (the structure is 
given in 61b):19 

(61) a. Zheben shu wo renwei dui guo de ren bu duo. 
this book I think read ASP MOD man not many 

*'This book, I think there aren't many people who read.' 
b. [s' Zheben shai [s wo renwei [s [NP [S ej diu guo ei de] renj] bu 

duo]]]. 

Naturally, if an element in TOP can bind an empty position in a relative clause 

18 The S node in question is the matrix S node. We may assume that the S node following the 
verb renwei in 60 is transparent to movement (cf. 57). 

19 For simplicity, we omit the S' node, as well as the trace that the higher TOP would bind in 
the relative clause if TOP-to-TOP movement applied in the derivation of 61b. 
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in the comment, it can also bind lexically filled positions: 
(62) a. Yin Fushan wo xidng renshi de ren bui duo. 

I think know MOD man not many 
*'Yin Fushan, I think there aren't many people who know.' 

b. Yin Fushan wo xiang renshi ta de ren bu duo. 
'Yin Fushan, I think there aren't many people who know him.' 

c. Yin Fushdn wo xidng renshi zhege ren de ren bui duo. 
'Yin Fushan, I think there aren't many people who know the 

guy.' 
In the preceding examples, the NP containing the relative clause is the subject 

of its matrix, but an element in TOP can also bind a position in a relative clause 
modifying an object noun: 

(63) a. Wo conglai mei yiudao guo neng huidc zhege wenti de 
I ever not meet ASP can answer this question MOD 

ren. 
man 

'I have never met a person who can answer this question.' 
b. Wo conglai mei yudao guo zhege wenti neng huida de ren. 

'I have never met a person who this question can answer.' 
c. Zhege wenti wo conglai mei yudao guo neng huida de ren. 

*'This question, I have never met a person who can answer.' 
Some readers may question the acceptability of 63b-c. But our observations 
of a considerable number of native speakers reveal that the occurrence of such 
structures is by no means rare. If our judgments and observations are correct, 
it follows that topics can bind positions in the comment across any number of 
intervening NP, S, and S' nodes. 

However, not all examples constructed along the lines of 61 are equally 
acceptable. Most speakers find 64 quite unnatural: 

(64) ??Zheben shu wo xidng du guo de ren ldi le. 
this book I think read ASP MOD man come ASP 

*'This book, I think the man who read came.' 
The difference between 61 and 64 is that the NP du guo de ren is understood 
as non-specific in the former case, but specific in the latter. Ex. 64 is less 
acceptable because of a semantic principle like the 'name constraint' of Gueron 
1980, which prohibits a name (i.e. a complete referring expression) from con- 
taining a variable. But note that examples like 64 remain unacceptable even 
when lexical material is substituted for the empty category. Exx. 65a-b are 
exactly like 61 and 64, except that a lexical pronoun, rather than an empty 
category, is anaphorically related to the topic. As in 61 and 64, the result is 
acceptable if the NP containing the pronoun is non-specific, but less acceptable 
if it is specific: 

(65) a. Zhege qidngddo wo xidng neng zhuazhu td de ren shi ge 
this robber I think can catch he MOD man be a 

ylngxiong. 
hero 

'This robber, I think anyone who can catch him is a hero.' 
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b ??Zhege qidngdao wo xiang zhuazhui ta de ren Idi le. 
this robber I think catch he MOD man come ASP 

'This robber, I think the man who caught him came. 
We conclude from these considerations that the subjacency condition is irrel- 
evant to the binding of empty categories in relative clauses by elements in the 
main-clause TOP position; and that the binding relation in this case is not variable 
binding, but ordinary pronoun binding by an antecedent. However, treating 
the empty category as an ordinary pronoun raises certain problems for the 
theory of empty categories as it has recently been developed by Chomsky 1981, 
1982. We return to these problems below in ?8. 

5. We now consider a number of syntactic properties of topic structures in 
Chinese that either are accounted for by our analysis thus far, or that require 
only minor modifications. 

First, note that since S is the bearer of sentence type, the comment clause 
in a topic structure can be of any type: declarative, interrogative, imperative, 
or exclamatory. We have already given numerous examples in which the com- 
ment is declarative; examples of the other types are given here:20 

(66) a. Zhebehn shi ni dPl guo ma? 
this book you read ASP Q 

'This book, have you read?' 
b. Shui de ydnchi nl zui ai kan? 

who MOD performance you most love see 
'Whose performance do you most love to see?' 

c. Zhexie dongxi bie dong! 
these things not move 

'These things, don't move!' 
d. Zhezhang hua wo1 zhen xihuan! 

this picture I indeed like 
'This picture, I really like!' 

Second, note that rule 8, above, does not accommodate all cases in Chinese 
in which a sentence contains two or more distinct topics. When the topics 
occur separately in two different clauses, as in 67a (structure in 67b), our anal- 
ysis is adequate, since we have provided for the separate introduction of S' in 
matrix and in subordinate clauses:21 

(67) a. Li xidnsheng woi yiwei nl yUjlng gaosu guo zhexie sha 
I believe you already tell ASP these book 

tamen yao. 
they want 

'Mr. Li, I believe, you have already told that these books, they 
want.' 

20 Note that, as in 66b, a wH-phrase can appear in TOP position in Chinese. 
21 For some speakers, the topicalization of the indirect object Ltxiansheng in 67 is unacceptable. 

Such speakers, however, do accept multi-topic sentences that do not involve the topicalization of 
indirect objects; e.g., 

Li xiansheng w6 ytwei yTjing gdosu guo ni zhexie shu tamen yao. 
'Mr. Li, I believe, has already told you that these books they want.' 
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b. [s' Lixianshengi [s wo yiwei [s niyj'lng gaosu guo ei [s' zhexie shuj 
[s tamen yao ej ]]]]]. 

However, our analysis thus far does not provide for the far simpler situation 
in which two separate topic constituents bind separate elements in a simple 
comment clause-as in 68a, whose structure is shown in 68b: 

(68) a. Li xiansheng zu6tian wo kanjian le. 
yesterday I see ASP 

'Mr. Li, yesterday I saw.' 
b. [s' Li xianshengi [s' zuotianj [s wo ej kanjian le ei]]]. 

To accommodate such structures within our analysis, we need simply gener- 
alize rule 8 to allow S', as well as S, to be a sister of TOP: 

(69) S' -> TOP {S, S'} 
In the multi-topic structure analysed in 68b, the topics and their binding sites 

are nested. However, the order of the topics can be reversed without loss of 
grammaticality, as in 70, in which case the topics and binding sites are crossed 
rather than nested: 

(70) a. Zuotian Li xiansheng wo kanjian le. 
yesterday I see ASP 

'Yesterday, Mr. Li I saw.' 
b. [s' zu6tianj [s' Li xianshengi [s wo ej kanjian le ej]]]. 

Furthermore, both elements in TOP can bind A-positions in the comment, and 
again the binding lines can either cross or nest. Examples are given in 71, in 
which the topics and their binding sites are indicated by co-indexing (the brack- 
eting has been omitted): 

(71) a. Zhejian shij Li xianshengi wo gaosu guo ei ej. 
this event I tell.about ASP 

?'This event, Mr. Li, I have told about.' 
b. Li xianshengi zhejian shij wo gaosu guo ei ej. 

?'Mr. Li, this event, I have told about.' 

Needless to say, there are practical limits to the number of topics, and per- 
haps also to their relative lengths. It is difficult to accept a sentence with three 
topics, and harder still to accept one with more than three. When one attempts 
to emphasize many things at once, one fails to emphasize anything. Any lim- 
itation on the number of topics in a topic structure may therefore be considered 
a matter of performance. 

Let us now return to multi-topic structures in which the topics are related 
to elements in different clauses, such as 67. In that sentence, the dependencies 
between topics and their binding sites are arranged serially, and the sentence 
is fully acceptable-or very nearly so (but see fn. 21). When such sentences 
are constructed with nested or crossed dependencies, they are found to be of 
diminished acceptability, but not fully ungrammatical: 

(72) a. ?Zhexie shui wo yiwei Li xianshengj nl yijing gaosu 
these book I believe you already tell 

guo ej tamen yco ei. 
ASP they want 
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*'These books, I believe that Mr. Li, you have already told 
that they want.' 

b. ??LI xianshengi wo yiwei zhexie shui ni yjtlng gcosu 
I believe these book you already tell 

guo ei tamen ydo ej. 
ASP they want 

*'Mr. Li, I believe that these books, you have already told 
that they want.' 

There is some variability in native speaker reactions to such sentences. Our 
judgment is that 72a is less acceptable than 67, and 72b is less acceptable than 
72a-but that all these examples are more acceptable than their English coun- 
terparts (the translations given in 72 strike us as completely ungrammatical in 
English). Moreover, these relative acceptability rankings remain intact when 
appropriate resumptive pronouns are substituted for the empty elements in 67 
and 72. Since the sentences are not judged to be as unacceptable as outright 
ungrammatical strings, and since their relative acceptability is not affected by 
the replacement of empty elements by resumptive pronouns, we may consider 
the degree of unacceptability of the sentences in 72 to be the result of per- 
formance, rather than grammatical factors. 

It will be noted that the order of acceptability of 67, 72a, and 72b corresponds 
to the configuration of the dependencies between the topics and their binding 
sites in the comment; these dependencies are schematized below: 

(73) a ... Xi ... Yi ... Xj ... Yj ... 
b. ... Xi ... Xj ... Yj ... Yi ... 
c. Xi ... xj ... Yi ... Yj ... 

In 73a, the dependencies are serial; in 73b, they are nested; and in 73c, they 
are crossed. This correlation between dependency configuration and relative 
acceptability corresponds with what is known about the correlation between 
dependency configuration and degree of sentence-processing difficulty (Fodor 
1978); we take this as further evidence that the degree of unacceptability of 
the sentences in 72 is the result of performance, rather than of grammatical 
factors. 

6. Here we consider a class of topic structures in Chinese that are not readily 
describable within the framework developed thus far. According to that frame- 
work, the comment must contain a pro-form, either empty or lexicalized, which 
is anaphorically related to the element in TOP (cf. the concluding discussion in 
?4.4 above). We have already considered an example of this type of construc- 
tion, 30b, repeated here for convenience: 

(74) Juben wo xihuan Cdo Yui de. 
play I like MOD 

'As for plays, I like Cao Yu's.' 
On the assumption that the phrase Cao Ytu de is not analysable as a modifier 
of an empty or displaced head-noun, but is to be construed as a full-fledged 
NP in its own right, then the comment clause does not appear to contain an 
element which is anaphorically related to the element in TOP. Rather, the re- 
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lation between the topic and the comment in this example seems much looser; 
the topic simply establishes what Chafe (1976:55) calls a 'spatial, temporal or 
personal frame or domain' for the following comment. From this point on, it 
will be convenient to use Chafe's terms 'English style' and 'Chinese style', 
respectively, to refer to topic structures in which the comment clause does or 
does not contain an element which is anaphorically related to the element in 
TOP.22 

Additional examples of 'Chinese style' topic structures are: 

(75) a. SHIGE LI WUGE ldn le. 
ten pear five spoil ASP 

'Of the ten pears, five have spoiled.' 
b. SHUIGUO ta zui xihuan PINGGUO. 

fruit he most like apple 
'As for fruit, he likes apples most.' 

c. ZHANG JIA WO gei le MEIGE HAIZI yfjidn wdnju. 
family I give ASP every child one toy 

'In the Zhang family, I gave every child a toy.' 
d. ZHKSUO DAXUE zui chuming de shi WULIXI. 

this college most well-known MOD be physics.dept. 
'In this college, best-known is the physics department.' 

e. ZUOTIAN td 12 DIANZHONG shuijiao. 
yesterday he o'clock sleep 

'Last night, he went to bed at 12 o'clock.' 
f. KAN XI ta zhi KAN XIJU. 

see play he only see comedy 
'As for plays, he only sees comedies.' 

g. WENXUE ZUOPIN ta chule XIAOSHUO dou but du. 
literary work he except novel all not read 

'Of literary works, he reads nothing but novels.' 
h. ZHEGE REN WO juede J'XING tebie hdo. 

this person I feel memory exceptionally good 
'As for this man, I feel his memory is exceptionally good.' 

i. ZHESUO DAXUE xue fdlu de XUESHENG bu duo. 
this college study law MOD student not many 

'In this college, there aren't many students who study law.' 

In each of these examples, we have emphasized both the topic and a par- 
ticular phrase in the comment. While the relation between these elements does 
not appear to be anaphoric binding, there is nevertheless some relation. For 
example, in 75a, the five objects mentioned in the comment are drawn from 
among the ten pears specified in the topic. In 75c, the children mentioned in 
the comment are the children of the Zhang family. In these examples, the topic 

22 We use these terms, however, with the understanding that Chinese contains 'English style' 
topic structures (e.g., ex. 5), and that English contains 'Chinese style' topic structures (e.g., As 
for your friend, no one really understands what happened.) 
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X appears to specify a frame of reference for the following comment-and, in 
particular, for some constituent Y in it. 

Syntactically, these clearly 'Chinese style' topic structures and the topic 
structures considered in ??1-5 above have much in common. X is invariably 
in initial position. Y can be an NP in A-position (subject, direct or indirect 
object, or complement of a copula), as in 75a-d, or in A'-position (adverbial), 
as in 75e. Y can be a category other than NP, e.g. VP, as in 75f. Finally, Y 
can be an NP within a larger constituent (prepositional phrase, embedded com- 
plement, or relative clause), as in 75g-i. 

Our analysis of topic structures thus far fails for the 'Chinese style' topic 
structures in 75 only because we require that there be an element in the com- 
ment which is co-indexed with the element in TOP. If we drop that requirement, 
then the structures in 75 can all be accommodated. Moreover, by dropping that 
requirement, we strengthen our explanation why topic structures in Chinese 
in general are not subject to island and crossing constraints: no rule of grammar 
which is sensitive to those constraints would need to apply in the derivation 
of those structures. 

Suppose, then, that we formulate the representation of topic structures in 
Chinese from 29 to this: 

(76) [s' X [s ... Y ...]], where X is a major category and Y, possibly empty, 
is related to X. 

We have noted the following instances of 76 in which the result is ungram- 
matical: (i) X is understood as an individual, and Y is an empty predicate 
complement (?2); (ii) X = VP and Y is an empty non-argument (?3); (iii) X is 
a modifier phrase and Y is its head (?4.1); and (iv) Y is an empty complement 
of a preposition or a postposition (including the particle de) (??4.1, 4.2). But 
of these restrictions, only (iii) must be imposed specifically on topic structures, 
and this simply by the provision that the categories that occur in TOP are distinct 
from the category of modifier constituents; the others follow directly from the 
requirement that the comment clause must itself be well-formed as an inde- 
pendent sentence. 

7. We now consider certain implications of the assumption that 76, rather 
than some version of 29, is the correct representation when Y is empty. 

First, if X and Y are co-indexed as in 29, and if Y is understood as a variable 
bound by X (cf. ?1), then a topic structure such as 77, in which Y is empty, 
has an interpretation roughly like that of 78a. However, if Y is understood as 
a pronoun anaphorically related to X, then it has an interpretation roughly like 
that of 78b: 

(77) Zhege reni wo taoyan ei. 
this man I dislike 

'This man, I dislike.' 
(78) a. For some x, x = this man, I dislike x. 

b. As for this man, I dislike him. 
In ?4 above, we pointed out that, in cases like 77, the empty element in the 
comment relates to the topic as a pronoun relates to its antecedent, rather than 
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as a bound variable, since the relation is not subject to island constraints. 
Moreover, the claim that an empty category related to an element in TOP is (or 
has the properties of) a variable runs into a number of other serious technical 
difficulties. First, the element in TOP can relate to more than one distinct empty 
category simultaneously, contrary to the bijection principle of Koopman & 
Sportiche 1981 (cf. Chomsky 1982:36): 

(79) a. Li Mingi wo yijing gdosu guo ei ni but xidngjidn ei le. 
I already tell ASP you not want see SFM23 

'Li Ming, I have already told (him) that you don't want to see 
(him).' 

b. Zhdngsdni tamen shuo ei cengjing zhudong ydoqiu bieren 
they say ever of.own.accord ask other 

pIping ei. 
criticize 

'Zhangsan, they say that (he) of his own accord has asked other 
people to criticize (him).' 

If we consider just the sentences in 79 (i.e. if we ignore the indices), we find 
that they have exactly the same range of interpretations as the corresponding 
sentences in which the pronoun ta is substituted for one or both of the empty 
categories. 

Second, the relation between the empty category Y and the element X in 
TOP in Chinese topic structures is not limited by the (strong) crossover condition 
first noted by Postal 1971-a condition which was subsequently re-interpreted 
by Chomsky and others as a diagnostic for variable binding. English topic 
structures are subject to the condition, indicating that the empty categories in 
the comment that relate to the elements in TOP are interpreted as bound var- 
iables: 

(80) *Johni, hei thinks mother will blame ei. 
Chinese topic structures, however, are not subject to the condition, as 81 
shows. This indicates that empty categories in the comment that relate to the 
elements in TOP are not interpreted as bound variables: 

(81) Xidomingi tai yiwevi mama ydo zeguai eI le. 
he think mother will blame SFM 

*'Xiaomingi, hei thinks mother will blame himi. 
Here the empty direct object of the embedded verb zegudi is free to be inter- 
preted either as the same person as the one referred to by the topic NP Xiaoming 
or as some other person, just like the pronominal subject of the main verb 
yiwei. Indices aside, 81 has exactly the same range of interpretation as 82, in 
which the empty direct object of the embedded verb is replaced by a pronoun: 

(82) Xiaoming ta yiwei mama yao zeguai ti le. 
'Xiaoming, he thinks mother will blame him.' 

Here the topic Xiaoming is related either to the subject pronoun ta, the object 

23 The particle le here is a sentence-final marker (SFM) that indicates that 'a state of affairs has 
current relevance with respect to some particular situation' (Li & Thompson 1981:239). 
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pronoun ta, or to both simultaneously. The structure 81 corresponds to the 
third of these interpretations for 82; the others may be obtained by substituting 
the index j for i on the empty category and on the pronoun, respectively. 

Our claim that an empty category in Chinese may be interpreted as a simple 
pronoun co-indexed with an antecedent is challenged by Huang, who contends 
that an empty direct object in Chinese must be interpreted as a bound variable. 
He claims that in a sentence like 83a, the empty direct object in the embedded 
clause is understood as denoting a different person from the one denoted by 
the matrix subject; i.e., it has only the interpretation of 83b. Huang accounts 
for this interpretation by analysing 83a as having the structure 83c, in which 
an empty topic (designated by oP) binds the empty direct object-the latter 
being interpreted as a variable, and hence subject to the strong crossover con- 
dition: 

(83) a. Zhangsdn shu6 nl kanjidn le e. 
say you see ASP 

'Zhangsan said that you saw him.' (lit. *'Zhangsan said that you 
saw.') 

b. Zhangsani shu6 ni kdnjicn le ej. (i = j) 
c. [s, oPj [s Zhangsdni shuo ni kanjidn le ej]]. 

However, even if Huang were correct about the interpretation of 83a, empty 
direct object pronouns in embedded clauses are not obligatorily non-corefer- 
ential with matrix subjects. Thus 84a is well-formed with the interpretation of 
84b (cf. 81): 

(84) a. Xiaoming yiwei mama yao zegudi e le. 
think mother will blame SFM 

'Xiaoming thinks mother will blame him.' (lit. *'Xiaoming thinks 
mother will blame.') 

b. Xiaomingi yiwei mama yao zeguai ei le. 

Huang's analysis in 83c of the structure underlying 83a therefore cannot be 
accepted in general. Moreover, it is difficult to accept it even for the special 
case of 83a, since it requires both the claim that bound empty categories are 
interpreted as variables, and the claim that empty categories can occur in TOP. 
We have already given ample evidence for rejecting the first claim; for the 
second, no independent evidence exists. We will return in ?8 to the problem 
of explaining the interpretation of sentences like 83a. 

We have shown that, when an empty category in a comment clause is bound 
to an element in TOP in a Chinese topic structure, that empty category behaves 
as a pronoun with the topic as its antecedent, and not as a variable. Then the 
question arises: Given that an empty category in a comment clause behaves 
as a pronoun, can it behave as a free pronoun? The answer to this question is 
yes: 

(85) Neige hudyudni women yijlng zhongshang ej le. (i $ j) 
that garden we already raise SFM 

'That garden, we already raised them (e.g. flowers) in.' (lit. *'That 
garden, we already raised.') 
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The non-coindexing of the topic and the empty category in 85 accords with the 
most natural interpretation of that sentence; construing the empty category as 
co-indexed with the topic would yield the rather unnatural interpretation in 
which we raised the garden itself, rather than the flowers in it. 

Examples like 85 provide a natural 'bridge' between clearly 'English style' 
topic structures, like 5, and clearly 'Chinese style' topic structures like 75. In 
clearly 'English style' structures, an empty pronoun occurs in the comment 
clause which is anaphorically related to an element in TOP. In clearly 'Chinese 
style' structures, the comment clause contains no empty element; rather, it 
contains a lexical constituent which is related to, but not anaphorically related 
to, an element in TOP. In examples like 85, an empty pronoun occurs in the 
comment clause (as in 'English style' topic structures); but that pronoun is 
related non-anaphorically to the element in TOP (as in 'Chinese style' topic 
structures). 

Topic structures are not the only grammatical structures in Chinese to be 
governed by a condition like 76; so are relative clause structures: 

(86) a. [NP [I Yin FushCn renshi ei de] xueshengi] 
know MOD student 

'the student(s) whom Yin Fushan knows' 
b. [NP [S Yin Fuishan renshi tai de] xueshengi] 

'the student whom Yin Fushan knows' (lit. *'the student Yin 
Fushan knows him') 

c. [NP [S Yezi hen da de] neike shuii] 
leaf very large MOD that tree 

'the tree whose leaves are very large' (lit. *'the tree the leaves 
are very large') 

d. [NP [s W6men yljing zhongshang ej de] neige huayudni] 
we already raise MOD that garden 

'the garden in which we already raised them' (lit. *'the garden 
we already raised') 

The relative clause structure in 86a can be described as 'English style', inas- 
much as the relative clause contains an empty category which is co-indexed 
with the head NP. (However, unlike English, this co-indexing is not mediated 
by the wH-movement of a relative pronoun.) As the structure in 86b shows, 
the relative clause can also contain a pronoun co-indexed with the head.24 The 
parallelism of 86a-b suggests that the empty category in 86a is a pronoun which 
is related anaphorically to the head, and not a variable bound by the head; but 
unlike the pronoun ta, the empty category is not specified for number, and 
thus a non-singular interpretation is permitted for the phrase as a whole. 

This analysis for the 'English style' relative clause structure 86a receives 
further support from consideration of the 'Chinese style' relative clause struc- 
tures in 86c-d. In those structures, no element which is co-indexed with the 

24 However, the bound element in an English-style relative clause cannot be a full NP, nor can 
it be a pronoun if it is the subject of the relative clause. We have no explanation at the moment 
for these differences between relative-clause and topic structures. 
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head occurs in the relative clause. Nevertheless, the structures as a whole are 
well-formed, apparently because their relative clauses contain non-empty, non- 
co-indexed elements which relate to their heads. The empty category that hap- 
pens to occur in 86d remains free within the structure as a whole, just as if it 
were a lexical pro-form. 

It follows from what we have said about empty categories in Chinese that 
they do not obey the 'empty category principle' (ECP) of government/binding 
theory (Chomsky 1981, 1982). It may, however, be possible to reconcile the 
properties of the Chinese empty category with government/binding theory by 
construing the category to be a base-generated element like Chomsky's (big) 
PRO and (little) pro-but, unlike the latter elements, to be completely unspec- 
ified for any features whatever. 

8. Finally, we consider the nature of the relation that Y must bear in 76 to 
the topic X. Up to now, we have tacitly assumed that the element Y that relates 
to the topic X must be properly contained in the comment. But that assumption 
is false. There are perfectly well-formed topic structures in Chinese in which 
only the comment as a whole, not any particular part of it, is related to the 
topic: 

(87) a. [s, Neihui dd huo [s xingkui xiaofdngdui dao de zao]]. 
that big fire luckily brigade arrive PREP early 

'As for that big fire, luckily the brigade arrived early.' 
b. [s' Pingguo [s er jid er dengyu si]]. 

apple two plus two equal four 
'As for apples, two plus two equal four.' 

In 87a, no sub-constituent in the comment can be said to be more closely related 
to the topic than any other sub-constituent. Clearly, however, the comment as 
a whole relates to the topic; it is that relation that makes the sentence coherent, 
and hence acceptable to native speakers. In 87b, the comment seems, on first 
consideration, to be completely unrelated to the topic; hence the construction 
as a whole initially strikes native speakers as unacceptable (just as the gloss 
of 87b initially strikes native speakers of English as unacceptable). However, 
in the context of explaining to someone the difference between countables and 
uncountables, by using apples as an example of the former and water as an 
example of the latter, 87b is acceptable. Hence we may suppose that 87b is 
also grammatical in Chinese. 

However, not every combination of topic and comment is acceptable in 
Chinese. In 44b above, repeated here for convenience, an example of an un- 
acceptable, and possibly ungrammatical, topic structure is given: 

(88) ?*Zhangsan wo bei da le. 
I by hit ASP 

?*'As for Zhangsan, I was hit.' 
This example is unacceptable (and possibly ungrammatical) because there are 
no natural circumstances in which its topic and comment can be related. The 
only role that Zhangsan can reasonably play in the comment clause is that of 
agent; however, since the comment clause describes a state, not an action, the 
topic cannot be considered an agent. 
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An interesting contrast in acceptability is presented by this pair of exam- 

ples:25 
(89) a. Li xidojie' fuqin hen you qidn. 

Miss father very have money 
'Miss Li, her father is very rich.' 

b. ?*L' xidojie Zhangsan xihuan fuqin. 
like father 

'Miss Li, Zhangsan likes her father.' 

Furthermore, when a lexical pronoun is inserted as a modifier of fiqin, the 
contrast disappears: 

(90) a. Li xidojie ti de fuqin hen you qidn. 
she MOD father very have money 

'Miss Li, her father is very rich.' 
b. Li xiaojie Zhdngsin xihuan ta de fiqin. 

'Miss Li, Zhangsan likes her father.' 
From the acceptability pattern of examples such as 89-90, one might be led 
to conclude that there is a subject-object asymmetry in the potential for a topic 
to bind an empty category in the comment-specifically, that a bound empty 
category cannot appear on the left branch of an inalienably possessed object- 
NP. However, such a conclusion is unwarranted, since no empty category 
appears in the structures represented by the examples in 89; both are Chinese- 
style topic structures. To understand why 89b is less acceptable than 89a, 
whereas 90a-b are both fully acceptable, we need to examine more carefully 
the interpretation of inalienably possessed NP's in general. 

Consider first these canonical sentences, in which fiqin occurs as the head 
of the subject phrase: 

(91) a. Fuqin hen you qidn. 
'Father is very rich.' 

b. Td de fiqin hen you qidn. 
'Her/His father is very rich.' 

In 91a, the subject ftqin can refer (i) to the class of fathers in general, (ii) to 
the speaker's father, or (iii) to some unspecified person's father. In 91b, the 
subject ta de fuqin can refer only to the father of the person denoted by the 
pronoun ta. Either sentence, therefore, can occur as a comment on a topic 
which specifies the person whose father the sentence is about, e.g. 89a or 90a. 

Now consider these canonical sentences, in which fuiqin occurs as the head 
of the object NP: 

(92) a. Zhangsin xihuan fiqin. 
'Zhangsan likes father.' 

b. Zhangsan xihuan ti de fiqin. 
'Zhangsan likes her/his father.' 

In 92a, the object fiqin can refer (i) to the class of fathers, (ii) to the speaker's 
father, or (iii) to Zhangsan's father. It cannot refer to any other person's father. 

25 We have found some people who judge 89b acceptable, but it is quite unacceptable for most 
native speakers. 
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However, in 92b, the object ta defiuqin can refer to some other person's father. 
Therefore 92b can be joined as a comment to a topic which specifies the person 
(other than the speaker or Zhangsan himself) whose father Zhangsan likes (e.g. 
89b); but 92a cannot be joined as a comment to such a topic. Hence 89b is 
unacceptable. 

Another potential case of subject-object asymmetry is the contrast in ac- 
ceptability between the following examples (cf. 83a): 

(93) a. Zhangsani shuo ei kanjian le n'. 
'Zhangsani said that hei saw you.' 

b. ?Zhangsani shuo ni kanjian le ei. 
'Zhangsani said that you saw himi.' 

This contrast, however, is pragmatic. In certain contexts, 93b is perfect with 
e referentially dependent upon Zhangsan, for example, as a reply to the ques- 
tion Shuii shu6 w6 kanjian le t&i? 'Who said that I saw him?' Note further that 
the grammaticality of 93b completely undermines the basis for Huang's analysis 
(83c) of the interpretation of 83a in which the empty category in the comment 
is bound by an empty topic. 

Similarly, an apparent subject-object asymmetry exists in the interpretation 
of examples like these: 

(94) a. Li xidojiei zhao bui zhdo ei xihuan ej de renj. 
find not ASP like MOD man 

'Miss Li can't find any man whom she likes.' 
b. e Mdi e de bi e zi e de hdo. 

buy MOD than rent MOD good 
'What one buys is better than what one rents.' 

In neutral contexts, these sentences are not ordinarily interpreted as 'Miss Li 
can't find any man who likes her' and 'Whoever buys something is better than 
whoever rents something.' This suggests that, when a relative clause contains 
two empty categories, one a subject and one an object, then only the latter can 
be bound by the head-a restriction explainable by the claim that an empty 
object cannot be interpreted as a pronoun co-indexed with an antecedent. 

However, the interpretation of the examples in 94 is subject to contextual 
manipulation; furthermore, it is easy to find sentences whose interpretations 
in neutral contexts are exactly the opposite: 

(95) a. Li xiaojiei zhdo bl zhdo ej ken bdngzhu ei de renj. 
find not ASP be.willing help MOD man 

'Miss Li can't find any man who is willing to help her.' 
b. e Ken bdngzhu e de bl bui ken bdngzhu de 

be.willing help MOD than not be.willing help MOD 

hao. 
good 

'Whoever is willing to help someone is better than whoever 
isn't.' 

Thus there is no subject-object asymmetry in the binding of empty categories 
in Chinese, and no reason to believe that empty direct objects cannot be in- 
terpreted as pronouns anaphorically related to an antecedent. 
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We conclude, then, that 76 provides an adequate account of the nature of 
topic structures in Chinese, provided that the comment is a well-formed clause 
which relates to the topic. We have not attempted to determine whether the 
relation that must hold between topic and comment in a well-formed Chinese 
topic structure is defined within the theory of grammar, as part of semantics- 
or whether it is defined within the theory of language use, as part of pragmatics. 
We suspect, however, that the latter is the case, and that the relation in question 
is the 'relevance' of Wilson & Sperber (Ms). 

Thus far, we have said nothing about whether any topic structures in Chinese 
are generated by movement of a phrase from the comment into the topic node. 
Clearly, at least some topic structures in Chinese are generated without move- 
ment, namely those whose source structures would be ungrammatical no matter 
where the topics originate within the comment clauses (e.g. those in 75). As 
for the others, a movement analysis, while impossible to rule out for certain, 
would be otiose. Even if the comment contains an empty category, and hence 
a 'slot' for the topic, that category is interpreted as it would be in a canonical 
sentence-namely as a simple pro-form, possibly coreferential with the topic, 
and not as a variable bound by the topic. 
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